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Welcome to 2021! We hope this newsletter finds everyone happy and healthy after the holidays. Thank you 

to everyone who supported us- our 2021 calendar was a huge hit and sold out! 

As we begin the new year, we are still struggling with what our museum and historical society will look 

like in 2021. We were able to hold outside events last summer and plan to continue with that this year. 

However, the winter has presented a challenge with no holiday events and nothing scheduled in the near 

future. We are cognizant of the loss of revenue from these missed opportunities and the pandemic-related 

decrease in museum visitors. We appreciate those who continue to support us and must ask for support to 

continue to keep us going through these challenging times. 

The mission of the Historical Society is to explore, preserve, and share our community’s history, related 

artifacts, and role in the growth and development of the greater Rensselaer region. This mission unites us 

with other similar organizations including Friends of the Bennington Battlefield (FOBB), the Van 

Rensselaer-Star No. 400, Lodge of the Masons, and the Ondawa-Cambridge Chapter of the Daughters of 

the Revolution (DAR). The Masons and the DAR are each represented in different rooms at the Louis 

Miller Museum and the historical society works closely with FOBB to enhance the experience and 

education at the battlefield. Learn more about these groups in this issue. 

While the pandemic has forced many smaller nonprofits to close, we are blessed to have a long history 

within our community. And we are equally fortunate to have such a significant representation of the fight 

for American independence as we see in our own backyard with the Bennington Battlefield site. Combined, 

these organizations, historic sites, and artifacts contained within the museum are the foundation of an 

historic narrative we must now preserve through active fund-raising efforts.  

Your support of the calendar, the gift basket raffle, and museum membership are all ways you have shown 

your support and we are enormously grateful. However, we must continue promoting this and the 

organizations locally who uphold the mission to preserve these stories through increased giving. There are 

many ways to give and every dollar helps. For more information on ways to give, please don’t hesitate to 

reach out to me directly.  

In the meantime, did you know the Friends of the Bennington Battlefield secured a grant from NYS Parks 

to design and install new interpretative panels at the Battlefield? Another grant is in process to enhance the 

road to the old Tory Fort and make general improvements at the site. It is efforts like these that will ensure 

the story of the Hoosick region will live on for generations. Thank you for all you do in support of this 

mission. 

Lastly, if you have not seen the video presentation for our first Wreaths Across America, on December 19th, 

you can see the video at:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sB8ob_6xWwE&feature=youtu.be  

Thank you to everyone who made our first event so successful despite over 30 inches of snow!! 

http://www.hoosickhistory.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sB8ob_6xWwE&feature=youtu.be


How Rivers Developed Our Area 

By Philip Leonard 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

the English government conveyed to 

individuals, by letter patents, large tracks of 

land, in order to have settlers move into the 

wilderness. In 1688 the Hoosick Patent, and 

in 1739 the Walloomsac Patent, were 

conveyed from the patroonship of Van 

Rensselear. The Hoosick Patent was for two 

miles on either side of the Hoosick River. On 

the map you can see the importance of the 

waterways in the development of the area. It 

was used for transportation, and made it 

possible for mills to develop. Starting at the 

Hudson River, follow the Hoosick River and 

you find the villages of Schaghticoke, Valley 

Falls, Eagle Bridge, Hoosick Falls, Pownal, 

Williamstown, etc. The Walloomsac River 

branches off and you find North Hoosick, 

Walloomsac and Benington. The Little 

Hoosick branches off and you find Berlin. 

The history of the villages mentioned can be 

traced first to the rivers, and then to the 

railroads.   

The Hoosick area was sparsely settled by industrious farmers but during the French and Indian War the farms 

were burned, and individuals were killed by roaming Indians. Therefore, little growth happened until the War 

ended in 1760. It is believed that the French established a small settlement in the vicinity of the meeting of the 

Walloomsac and White Creek called St Croix. At the time of the Revolutionary War it contained a grist mill, 

saw mill, a pot ashery, a tavern, a meeting house, and a number of farm houses. 

Where the White Creek joins the Walloomsac River the grist mill was captured by the British on August 14, 

1777. Colonel Baum and his troops were pleased to find, at the mill, 1000 bushels of wheat, 78 barrels of flour, 

20 barrels of salt, and 1000 sterling of pot and pearl ash. The owner, David Van Rensselear, took as much 

product possible and escaped to Albany, just before the British arrived. Col Baum sent for Isaac Bull, who 

owned a farm next to the mill, and ordered him to grind the wheat at the grist mill. This mill went into disrepair 

and was rebuilt by the Burck family. In 1876 the son, John C. Burck was giving tours of the “Revolutionary 

Mill”. He would show an inscription on a timber that read “A.D. 1776”. There were a saw mill and cider mill 

located at the site in the early 1800s. 

Near the site of the grist mill was a bridge that spanned 

the White Creek. This bridge was destroyed by the 

Americans as Baum’s forces approached. Several 

Dublin bridges were built over the next hundred years. 

The third replacement was opened on May 27, 1925. At 

present, the bridge was replaced by a large buried 

culvert with the road passing over the area. 

Mills grew along the Walloomsac River. At the lower 

falls in North Hoosick there was established as early as 

1805 a carding mill. This developed into a woolen mill  



 

operated by Timothy McNamara. This was sold to Samuel and Thomas Fowler around 1841. The mill was 

turned into a flannel-factory. A few years later it was sold to O.R. Spalding and produced shawls. Andrew P. 

Carpenter purchased the mill and ran a wool factory until it burned in 1876. There was a chair factory also. 

These factories were along the road to Brown’s Brewery. 

In 1859, Mr. S. S. Stevens purchased a different mill on the lower falls from Mr. McMurray, who manufactured 

size for wallpapering at the plant. He immediately 

remodeled the entire plant, replacing all of the old 

machines with the most current paper making 

machines of the time. Mr. Stevens was an expert on 

paper making and over time added new inventions, 

and the plant became the best equipped in the United 

States. The plant covered 27,000 square feet, 

employed 50 people and produced five to six tons of 

paper per day. The mill produced wall and cover 

papers, filter paper, and heavy paper.  Mr. G. S. 

Thompson joined the enterprise in 1870, coming to 

North Hoosick from Troy, New York. They 

purchased the mill in Walloomsac in 1875. 

The Walloomsac Mill was located on the upper falls. The mill goes back to just after the Revolutionary War. 

Thomas Sickles owned a farm and an area of the Walloomsac River. He harnessed the water power to run a 

saw-mill, grist mill and flour mill around 1790. The area was called Sickles Mill and later changed to 

Walloomsac. The Town of Hoosick was established on March 24, 1772. Thomas Sickles was the Town of 

Hoosick Supervisor from 1789-1794. At the turn of the century, he operated a cotton- mill. It is believed that he 

was the first man in America that operated a loom with water power. In 1830 the mill was sold to Seymour 

Gooding who continued to manufacture cotton products.   

It was a paper mill in 1850 owned and operated by Austin, 

Pachen and Squire who sold the factory to Austin and 

Pratt. They sold the factory to Stevens and Thompson in 

1875 who refitted and improved the plant. It was renamed 

The Walloomsac Paper Company. Paper Mills have been 

at the Walloomsac location since 1854. There was a 

marble plaque on the building stating that the plant was 

rebuilt in 1874, 1881, 1900, and 1914. The plaque is no 

longer visible because of the additional construction. 

 

In 1941 the paper plant was sold to the Winsor Paper 

Company who operated the plant to 1943. They 

produced paper for wrapping meat. In 1943 the plant 

was sold to Thomas A. Galante and Sons. In 1954 the 

plant was sold to the Columbia Boxboard Company 

of Chatham, New York. The paper plant was sold in 

the 1990s to the Bennington Paperboard Company. 

This company went out of business in 2008 and it 

stayed empty until February 2012 when it was 

purchased by William Brownell Jr. and became Walloomsac Metal Recycling Company. This new business is 

an addition to the family owned business the Brownell Auto Wrecking Company in Shaftsbury Vermont. 



An Interview with Jack Fitzsimmons 

By Carol Gaillard 

The Barbecue Recreation or from former days the Bar-B-Q has a very interesting 

history. In 1932 two enterprising women, Mildred Roselle and Mary Unavitch formed a 

business partnership and opened a restaurant on River Road. Mildred (Millie) was born 

in 1902 in Glens Falls, NY. Millie moved to Hoosick Falls in 1926 and was employed 

by the brush factory.  Mary Unavitch was born in 1908. Mary grew up on Cummings 

Street and was educated at St. Mary’s Academy. The restaurant was called Millie & 

Mary’s Barbecue and in 1941 they added bowling alleys.  

In 1950 Millie and Mary sold the business to Frank and Edie Marani who called it the Bar-B-Q Restaurant and ran it for about 

20 years when they sold the business to Walter and Linda Fitzsimmons in January 1970. The Fitzsimmons had come from 

Jonesville, NY with their 7 month old daughter Lori. The Fitzsimmons family grew with the addition of Jack and Trisha. The 

bowling alley grew with the addition of 4 more lanes making a total of 10. Barbecue Recreation celebrated a 20th Anniversary in 

1990. At that time there were 15 bowling leagues: 4 youth, 4 men’s, 4 women’s, and 3 mixed. There was also open bowling.  

Through the years many improvements have been made.  High school boys, called pin boys, because they set the pins up, were 

replaced in 1962 by pin setters that automatically swept the pins away and set them up for the next frame. In 2000 computer 

technology brought automatic scoring; the names of the bowlers were put into the computer and they appeared above the alleys 

they were to bowl on and then the computer kept track of each frame and totaled the points at the end of the game.  

Walt Fitzsimmons was an installer of lanes and bowling machines up and down the East coast. He owned three in the capital 

district. He installed lanes in the White House and also for the Professional Bowlers Tour in Madison Square Garden. One of 

the most exciting bowling adventures took place in 1964 at 25,000 feet in the sky. Operation Astro Bowl is recorded in the 1965 

Encyclopedia Britannica. A 707 American Airplane freighter jet was outfitted by Walt with a 79 foot lane to be used by the top 

male and female bowlers of the time, Dick Webber and Sylvia Wene. On a flight between New York City and Dallas they 

bowled as the plane cruised at 600 mph. 

In 1991 an outdoor pavilion was added and Barbecue Recreation offered clambakes, graduation, Jack and Jill, and company 

parties plus wedding receptions. They offer an extensive menu, plus the outdoor activities of horseshoes, corn hole, a play 

ground and a volleyball court. As a community minded business Jack and Linda have offered bowling as a fund raiser for such 

causes as cystic fibrosis and the ADAPT organization (after the prom party). 

Today Jack and Linda operate the business together. Jack is the trouble shooter of the equipment and Linda keeps the restaurant 

running. It is a totally different kind of business with the COVID-19 pandemic. They were shut down for 6 months as a non-

essential business. Bowling reopened in September with 50% capacity, barriers between the lanes, hand sanitizer at all lanes; all 

shoes, tables, balls, chairs and anything else the public might touch has to be sanitized. Of course masks have to be worn. There 

can be no spectators and there is no staying around to socialize. The restaurant area is restricted to 6 foot distancing which cuts 

down on the number of stools and tables that can be used. Jack and Linda employ about 7 part time cooks, waitresses and bar 

tenders who all have a temperature check before coming to work. Kelly Gifford Hayes is one of the waitresses; she has worked 

there for about 20 years and her two children, Riley and Sophie, come to work with her and naturally have become bowlers. 

In a recent segment of Channel 10 news weatherman Rob Lindenmuth was bowling at Barbecue Recreation. He commented on 

the old style of ball return because it was above ground instead of out of sight. When I bowled with my father at Townline 

Bowling in Ransomville, NY this was the kind of ball return used. I was always 

happy to see my ball coming back to me. However, Jack reassured me that he 

has never seen a ball come back on a different alley, which as a kid was my 

fear. 

Jack would like to see some more modernization, but it will depend on the 

pandemic and of course money. He is still able to offer Open Bowling on 

Saturdays and Sundays, which families take advantage of. He cannot offer 

parties because of the social distancing and the ability to keep ahead of the 

sanitizing. You just can’t grab a ball and if it doesn’t fit take another because if 

it is touched it has to be sanitized. 2020 certainly has been a challenging year 

for Jack and Linda and Barbecue Recreation. 



Lion G. Miles, 1934-2020 
By Phil Holland  

 
There are several ways for us (and others) to have known Lion Miles. You might have seen 

him in 1981 when he spoke at the Bennington Battle Day dedication of the addition of the 

names of the American and Hessian dead to the common grave monument in the Old 

Bennington cemetery; he had researched the Hessian (Brunswick) dead in the archives at 

Braunschweig and Wolfenbüttel, Germany. He spoke to the Bennington Rotary about the 

Battle on several occasions and at the Louis Miller Museum in 2001 at a symposium about 

the Battle. He lectured widely on Revolutionary War topics, notably at sites connected to the 

Convention Army’s travels. He spoke with me at the Bennington Museum in 2018, and some 

of you had lunch with him then. I got to know him in the last years of his life by looking him 

up in Stockbridge, Mass., where he had lived for many years.  

 

You might have also known him solely through his writings. His 1987 UMASS graduate seminar paper on the Battle, on file at 

the Bennington Museum, was aptly characterized by Richard Ketchum (1997) as “one of two outstanding modern studies” of 

the Battle (the other being Phil Lord’s). Miles’s paper “contains much new material,” Ketchum said. Lion and his grad school 

adviser Franklin Wickwire were collaborating on a book about the Battle when the latter became ill and died. Lion took a hiatus 

from Battle research and applied himself to the study of the Stockbridge Indians. He produced property maps of Stockbridge 

based on his study of 18th-century deeds. He published an excellent account of the tribe’s displacement by white settlers in the 

New England Quarterly (1996) and issued a small book on John Konkapot, the Stockbridge chief. He compiled a Mohican-

English dictionary. He also published (with James L. Kochan) a Guide to Hessian documents of the American Revolution, 1776-
1783 – transcripts and translations from the Lidgerwood collection at Morristown National Historical Park, Morristown, New 

Jersey (1989). Also a booklet on “The Hessians of Lewis Miller.” I don’t have a full bibliography of his writings at my disposal. 

I should add that Lion was also known for his letters to the Berkshire Eagle decrying this or that exaggerated historical claim 

that had made its way into the paper’s pages.  

 

He was generous with his knowledge. He fielded genealogical inquiries from Hessian descendants (such as Michael Kasler) as 

well as inquiries from scholars like Gary Nash, Phil Lord, and Michael Gabriel -- and me. He passed his research papers on to 

me, and I intend to put them into order so that they may be shared. The level of detail in his research is extraordinary. 

 

He was born to a Navy family in Pensacola, Florida, in 1934 (one grandfather wrote the words to “Anchors Aweigh”). His 

boyhood was overshadowed by his father’s death at sea at the hands of Japanese bombers in the South Pacific during the war. 

He spent summers with an aunt in Williamstown, which began a lifelong association with this area. He became a Navy pilot 

himself, then a pilot for American Airlines. He had majored in History at William and Mary and had an MA in History from 

Columbia, and he got his start as an amateur historian by tracing a German ancestor who had been among the Convention Army 

prisoners who had deserted to live in the fledgling United States. He taught himself 18th-century German and made his own 

translation of Wasmus’s journal several years before Helga Döblin published hers. In the course of his work as a pilot he flew to 

Germany, to Michigan (he requested the route to be able to visit the Clements Library), to New Jersey and Pennsylvania and 

Boston and Washington and London and New York, all sources of Revolutionary War records. He believed in consulting 

original sources. In his last year he was preparing a talk on Charles Lee for his fellow residents at his assisted living facility in 

Lee, Mass. (named for the general, as you may know).  

 

Indefatigable and scrupulous researcher though he was (and copying the names from muster rolls and prisoner lists is dry work), 

he had an emotional side that came out in his love of opera and in aspects of his writings about the Battle. He ended his 1981 

talk by quoting (in his own translation) from a letter from the wife of a slain Brunswick officer found on the latter’s body after 

the Battle of Bennington in which she expresses hopes and fears for his safety. He had found the letter in the Massachusetts 

Historical Society archives in Boston. It wasn’t a desire to be academically fashionable that led him to investigate the Loyalists, 

the German prisoners, the Stockbridge Indians, and Blacks who fought in the Revolution, it was imagination and sympathy for 

the other actors in 18th-century America, not just the winners, though he had plenty of admiration for figures such as George 

Washington and Benjamin Lincoln. He was proud to march in his Navy jacket in the parade that was part of the annual 

Stockbridge-Munsee Band of the Mohicans powwow in Wisconsin, and he was present with representatives of the tribe at the 

opening of the Smithsonian’s Museum of the American Indian in 2004. 

 

His remarks at the Old Bennington common grave name dedication are in a file at the Bennington Museum library. I have a 

copy. His 1987 paper has previously circulated among some of us from the Bennington Museum copy. David Pitlyk (I believe) 

and I both have copies. His 2001 talk on “Loyalists at the Battle of Bennington” is available at the Hoosick Historical Society 

website at https://hoosickfallshistory.wordpress.com/events/2/#symposium 

https://hoosickfallshistory.wordpress.com/events/2/#symposium


Greetings from the Ondawa-Cambridge Chapter 

National Society Daughters of the American Revolution 
By Carole Jackson Dilley, Regent 

Ondawa-Cambridge Chapter, NSDAR 

 

On a crisp and sunny day in early November 2019 the 

Ondawa-Cambridge Chapter moved all files, 

genealogical records, banner, flags, and a sizeable 

library of books focusing on the Revolutionary period 

into a small room in the Louis Miller Museum.  Since 

the founding of the chapter in 1894, the chapter had 

stored its supplies and records in the Cambridge home 

of Minerva Buck McKie on Broad Street.  Eventually 

the McKie home became The Cambridge Historical Society & Museum, and the chapter worked hard 

to support CHS&M through volunteerism, staffing and financial support. Unfortunately, in the spring 

of 2019 CHS&M informed the Chapter that it must vacate the space which had been the DAR Room 

for decades and find another location. The Museum needed more room for their collection. 

 

 Luckily, the Louis Miller Museum had a room to offer and our organizations agreed to establish a 

relationship going forward.  In return for the archival space, the Ondawa-Cambridge Chapter wil 

support the Museum and make their records, library and historical holdings of interest available to the 

museum for research.   

 

Although the realities and restrictions of COVID-19 have prevented the Chapter from organizing the 

contents of our new DAR Room, we have already presented several items to the Louis Miller Museum 

including a large photograph of Mary Robertson Moses (Grandma Moses) and other items related to 

her life and work.  Mrs. Moses was a member of the Hoosac-Walloomsac Chapter which was 

organized in 1927 in Hoosick Falls.  In 1952 when Mrs. Moses joined the chapter, the membership 

totaled 51. Sadly, membership dwindled over time and in the 1990s the Hoosac-Walloomsac chapter 

merged with the Ondawa-Cambridge Chapter.  As a result, Ondawa-Cambridge possesses all records of 

Hoosac-Walloomsac members and the chapter activities which may be of interest to individuals 

researching family history. The 30 members of the Ondawa-Cambridge chapter reside in and around 

Cambridge, Hoosick Falls and Bennington, VT. 

 

Today’s DAR, founded in 1890 and headquartered in Washington DC, is a non-profit, non-political, 

international volunteer women’s service organization dedicated to promoting patriotism, preserving 

American History and securing America’s future through better education for children. DAR boasts 

185,000 members in 3,000 chapters. Any woman 18 years or older regardless of race, religion or ethnic 

background who can prove direct lineal bloodline descent from an ancestor who aided the fight for 

American independence.is eligible for membership. 

 

Ondawa-Cambridge Daughters are excited to begin our partnership with the Louis Miller Museum and 

your dynamic Director Joyce Brewer.  Over time, we hope to make friends, support and participate in 

programs of mutual interest and perhaps discover new members. 

 



A Brief Look at Freemasonry in Hoosick Falls 

By Jason Dzembo 

Nestled back on a grassy hill, just off the intersection of Hill Road and State Route 7, 

sits an unassuming green building. This building, the Grange Hall, is also the current 

home of Van Rensselaer-Star No. 400, F. & A.M., a stalwart Lodge of Freemasons, 

working to improve themselves and the communities in which they live. 

Van Rensselaer Lodge No. 400 traces its founding to February, 1856, when its first 

meeting, under the dispensation from the Grand Lodge of the State of New York, 

was held in the old Phoenix Hotel. Five men were initiated into Freemasonry at that 

first meeting. At the time it was known simply as the Hoosick Lodge. When the Charter was granted in July of that 

year, the name was formally changed to Van Rensselaer Lodge No. 400.  The initial officers of the Lodge included 

Worshipful Master Charles Grover, Senior Warden Samuel Crosbee and Junior Warden David Ball. Ball, together with 

two other founding members - Hezekiah Munsell, Jr. and Seneca Dorr - had previously been members of Van 

Rensselaer’s predecessor in Hoosick, Federal Lodge No. 33. Like many Lodges in New York State, this previous Lodge 

had closed its doors during the 1820’s as a result of infamous “Morgan Affair.” And thus, for a short time, was Masonry 

absent from the town of Hoosick. Van Rensselaer Lodge continued to meet in the Phoenix Hotel until the building was 

destroyed by fire in 1876. Arrangements were immediately made with Honorable Walter A. Wood to procure a new 

home for the Lodge, where it continued to meet for at least the next twenty years. The Lodge continued growing and, by 

1897, had 170 Brothers, making it the largest “secret” organization in the town of Hoosick at that time. 

Star Lodge No. 670, F. & A.M, formerly of Petersburgh, can be considered one of the pioneer Lodges in our area, with 

roots dating back to the Revolutionary War. The Lodge’s initial charter was revoked and recalled due to lapses in 

paperwork.  In July of 1868, Star Lodge was able to again meet, now under its new Official charter, and under the 

leadership of Worshipful Master, C.C. Bedell. Star Lodge thrived for about a century until, in the early 1970’s, they 

sold their building in Petersburgh and merged with Van Rensselaer, to form their present incarnation:  Van Rensselaer-

Star Lodge No. 400.  

Freemasonry in New York State, and elsewhere around the world, has seen a sharp decline over the last couple of 

decades. Membership development and retention have been a growing concern for many Lodges as Masonry evolves to 

remain relevant in a changing and technological world. Nestled in our rural surroundings, Van Rensselaer-Star is no 

different. Currently at 18 members, it has become the “little Lodge that could” within its District, which encompasses 

eastern New York State from Clifton Park to Warrensburg. Circumstances have not been helped by the Coronavirus 

pandemic and governmental restrictions on the size of public meetings. Like most other Lodges, Van Rensselaer-Star 

has been meeting online for several months, and observing other standard social distancing practices. Nevertheless, the 

Lodge remains in the public eye and has continued its charitable works.  Scholarships are given to graduating seniors of 

the Hoosick Falls Central School District each spring. With the increase in food insecurity, due to the pandemic, the 

Lodge voted last December to donate $5,000 to the Hoosick Area Church Association’s food pantry. In addition to their 

regular rent, the Lodge makes regular donations to the Hoosick Falls Historical Society. And plans are in the works to 

establish a benevolence fund, using money in the Lodge accounts from the sale of Star Lodge’s Petersburg building, for 

the continued benefit of Hoosick, Hoosick Falls, and the surrounding community. 

Because the Lodge currently rents from the Grange Hall, storage space is limited. Many of the Lodges historical 

treasures are on indefinite loan to the Hoosick Falls Historical Society and are proudly displayed in their second room 

floor in the museum. Among the documents, pictures and plaques to be found there is a simple framed Masonic apron. 

Freemasons wear such aprons during their meetings or public events in honor of the operative stonemasons from which 

most of the emblems and symbols of the Fraternity’s tenets are derived. The white apron is meant to signify a purity of 

heart and a nobleness of mind. It is an honor, then, for the Lodge to have on display a Masonic apron that is believed to 

have been worn by George Washington (who was himself a Mason) during a visit to Vermont. A short explanation of 

this apron’s history can be found alongside it at the Historical Society. 

If you are interested in learning more about Van Rensselaer-Star Lodge, or Freemasonry in general, contact the Lodge 

Secretary, Jason Dzembo, at jasondzembo@gmail.com, or check out www.nymasons.org.  

mailto:jasondzembo@gmail.com
http://www.nymasons.org/
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This article was shared by Paige Kwasniak. Daniel Shaw was her great, great 

grandfather. 
 

Killed by a Train-After Life’s Fitful Fever-Strange Misfortune  

(from the Daily Times October 22, 1883) 

Daniel Shaw, aged about sixty-five years and a resident of Hoosick Falls, had been through enough 

accidents to kill most men, but survived them all until yesterday. He fell in a fit yesterday while crossing 

the Boston, Hoosac tunnel and Western railway at Hoosick Falls, while a freight train was approaching 

round a curve. The engineer saw Shaw and endeavored to stop the train, but it was impossible and the 

train passed over the unfortunate man, cutting off both legs. He lived until 4 o’clock in the afternoon. 

Coroner Delaney took charge of the case. At various times three walls had caved in upon Shaw, and he 

had been taken out unconscious. For a number of years, he had been subject to fits, and had been pulled 

off the Troy and Boston railroad track while in fits a number of times. He had been struck three times by 

the Boston, Hoosac tunnel and Western trains. The second time an eye was knocked out, and he went 

home only to fall upon a red-hot stove. His children had built him a cottage with a high fence around it, 

and after the last mentioned accident they built a railing around the stove. He is survived by a widow and 

six children. Shaw’s skull was also crushed. He was caught on the pilot of the engine and carried thirty 

feet. Shaw frequently remarked it would take something more powerful than a locomotive to kill him.  
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TIME TO RENEW YOUR 2021 

MEMBERSHIP, 

IF YOU HAVE NOT YET! 
 

http://www.hoosickhistory.com/

